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After all these loved ones die the parents of both of the feuding families then put everything behind them.
Shakespeare adds a lot of emotion in to the ending scenes building up suspense as to weather Juliet will wake
up before Romeo takes the poison. But adds a lot of sadness when Juliet finally commits suicide and her
parent s are told. The Prince makes a speech to the old Lord Capulet and Montague in this speech he threatens
the two households for their terrible behaviour and all the fighting and all the disturbance they have caused to
the citizens of Verona. Beast to me is a symbol of a nasty, bloodthirsty animal, so this I think this is what the
prince is trying to get across to them. In the princes speech there is a lot of powerful language and he also uses
a lot of comparisons. Tybalts vicious reaction towards Romeo is very violent, he knows that Romeo is a
Montague. Tybalt is very proud of who he is and the honour of being a Capulet. So Tybalt wants to kill
Romeo. Dramatically change Essay He is more likely to be dead because of the feuding going on around
Romeo and also Tybalt seeing him at the party. Revenge can be sweet but has a bitter taste! Mercutio is a
hotheaded man and has a way with words. This is what he said to Tybalt before they fight. Tybalts uncle Lord
Capulet had to stop him from breaking out a fight right in the middle of the party. Tybalt is still furious about
Romeo even daring to go to the Capulet household. He finds Mercutio and this is were the fighting begins.
Romeo arrives at the fight scene and tries to make-a-mends with Tybalt , but Tybalt thinks Romeo is a
coward. Romeo did not want to fight Tybalt because he has just married Tybalts cousin Juliet and they are
now family but he cannot tell Tybalt. I think Mercutio is very brave on his death bed and still comes out with
smart remarks. Romeo must have been distraught his best friend killed by his worst enemy, this is why Romeo
killed Tybalt in a furious attack, Romeo is only banished for his actions by the prince because it was revenge
for killing Mercutio. Act 3 scene 5 is a scene that offers striking dramatic contrasts. Romeo is banished by the
prince and spends his last night with his secret wife Juliet but little do they know that it will be the last time
they ever see each other again. When daylight comes Juliet hears the lark but questions weather it is the
nightingale but Romeo tells her that it is the lark they heard. This means let the daylight in and let Romeo
climb out, so not to be seen by the guards. What characteristics of Juliet are evident here? I think the only
reason jolliest mother wants her to be wed to Paris is for his wealth and her mother wants Juliet to be wealthy
but I also think she wants to gain some of this wealth. He confronts her with all this anger because think he
needs to be the authoritive one in the family. Paris thinks Romeo has come to continue on with the feud and
cause more pain to the Capulets. Shakespeare brings the prince to investigate the scene and he seems to sum
up the whole play in the ending lines. See what scourge is laid upon your hate! That heaven finds means to kill
your joys with love. Shakespeare has taught us through this didactic play not to seek revenge as nothing good
can come from it. As shown in this play five young nobles die and a lot f the princes kinsmen during the
families brawls. This play also shows us of two young lovers who fall for each other and it ends in tragedy
with the two lovers dead. Choose Type of service.
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Macbeth morality of an action is committing the evil deed, he deliberately thinks the treacherous nature.
Macbeth ends up killing his loyal King believing the witches prophecy. He kills his only best friend, assuming
that his best friend might have been suspicious of King Murder. First, Macbeth moral of action in the play is
shown through the death of King of Scotland. The significance of the quote shows that he knows that he is
wrong and not moral. He is repenting to be forgiven once more. Then he had to choose a side is right or wrong
but instead, he chooses wrong by killing his loyal King of Scotland. Macbeth is a dissent man; he wants to be
a King and power in his position, but it does not come as he expects his true nature to come. In this quote, he
receives the prophecies in a good or bad suggestion. Macbeth asks himself if the prophecies come true
probably in a good way, he finds himself considering killing King Duncan, but it terrifies him because it is
against nature. Therefore this quote points out in a way that Macbeth is considering committing a crime to
gain himself a crown. Therefore, the significance of the quote shows Macbeth is trying to talk to himself out
of murder. He finds to be in a good moral such as a desire not to kill Duncan. His ambitions do not allow him
to be satisfied since Duncan has awarded and greatly favored. To conclude the first paragraph, Macbeth
realizes that greed is his only motivator, yet he continues to pursue his thrown. However, incoming topic
sentence 2, he continues his evil deed by killing his best friend. Second, Macbeth moral action is shown by
murdering his only best friend to avoid his worries that his friend, Banquo might be suspicious. Also, it is a
simile, while Macbeth compares himself and Banquo to Anthony and Caesar. Concluding this paragraph as
Macbeth yet to continue is the action of morality. Macbeth starts killing innocent woman and a child to keep
his position in his kingdom. This quote shows that Ross has no evil-minded due to the circumstance he leaves
Lady Macduff and her child to die. He promises that from this time on if dreams the plan, he will act on it and
carry it out for a purpose. To conclude with paragraph 3, Macbeth has no innocence over the people that do
not have a threat to him. Macbeth is a bloody play and as a character Macbeth himself; he is a tyrant King that
involves a lot of murder and backstabbing. All of these murders led him to his downfall and demolition of his
thrown. Everything he has done comes back to him and at the end, he found his decease. In the end, Justice is
served and Malcolm restores his power to his rightful place as King of Scotland. More essays like this:
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